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Abstract:
Here you’re going to read conclusion of a research on the ways that outstanding political groups approach
Imam’s political thoughts. Same time the study ponders on the two active trends as Struggling Cleric’s
Society and Struggling Cleric’s Assembly (reformists) and tries to highlight the two trend’s interpretation
from the political thoughts of Imam. The main question of the study here is the kind of approaching of
these political groups to Imam’s thoughts especially in formation of the parties. In order to answer this
question, the research tried the assumption that some political trend who recognizes the Islamic quality
as the main element of Imam’s political thoughts relayed on jurisprudence leadership (Vilayat Faghih) in
their interpretation and usage of Imam’s thoughts, while the other party gives pivotal role to the quality
of republicanism and gives value to peoples role. So, a theme as such has been tried to firstly explain the
discourse in chapter 1 and then investigate Imam’s thoughts in form of a discourse and as a research
framework. Therefore, the important element in Imam’s discourse here is Islamic ruling and Islamic
jurisprudence leadership (Vilayat-e-Faghih). Second chapter comes on study of political streams in post
Khomeini’s Iran. In this chapter first we study the general factors involving political streams’ categorization
and then we’ll investigate and categorize the current political trends in Iran and pay attention to the
streams loyal to Imam and finally in this chapter we study the elements of Imam’s discourse. Third chapter
is about the history of formation the assembly of struggling clerics and its internal procedures and events
in its formation and also investigates the kind of their approach to Imam’s thoughts and their type of
political stream as a party in same direction with Imam’s thoughts. In the end the study concludes the
emphasize of the assembly like other streams of the kind on Vilayat-e-Faghih –guardianship of jurist--and
the other party, struggling clerics like other parties of the type puts its stress on people role in Imam’s
thoughts.

